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A fifth wheel hitch when installed properly makes sure that the trailerâ€™s weight presses down nicely,
providing better stability and greater strength. A fifth wheel hitch can be quite useful especially when
you want manoeuvring ease and exceptional load bearing capacities. The weight bearing capacity is
especially important when you have semi-trucks with very heavy parts and engines. The fifth wheel
hitch is a very small part providing a really big advantage for semi and pickup trucks, heavy trailers,
SUVs and RVs.

The hitch which is quite small needs to be mounted properly at the right distance and it resides in
the bed of the truck. It looks like a flat plate with a horseshoe shape. The locking of the kingpin
facing downwards provides the locking attachment that can bear weights and give you stability,
while avoiding the rattling sound.

When you want to classify these hitches you can do so based on the load for which they are
designed. You can simple hitches whose weight capacity is around 12,000 pounds. You will also get
hitches designed to provide stability with massive trucks bearing weights of more than 20,000 to
25,000 lbs. The hitch itself can be installed as well as removed with relative ease. There are several
brands from which you can pick these hitches. However, Elite and Pro Series are amongst the more
notable ones. The cost of the hitches could also vary quite a lot based on the weight capacity and
the brand of the hitch. Some fifth wheel hitches come with quick install brackets. One of the best
features of high quality hitches is that they provide resistance to wear and tear which is important
when you operate the trucks quite a bit..
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For more information on a fifth wheel hitch, check out the info available online; these will help you
learn to find the a fifth wheel hitches!
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